The Annual CVAD Faculty and Staff Exhibition showcases artworks in all media by the accomplished artists working in the College of Visual Arts and Design, one of the most comprehensive university art programs in the nation. Reflecting the CVAD mission, the spirit of the region, and the dynamic growth of UNT and CVAD, this exhibition’s ever-expanding inclusiveness affords continuing opportunities for students and others to see and learn from all that CVAD offers. Typically shown concurrently in both the UNT Art Gallery on campus and UNT on the Square in Denton’s historic downtown, this year the exhibition will be entirely at UNT on the Square. Don’t miss out on this annual tradition!

Opening Reception: Thursday, Nov. 12
5:30 - 7:30 pm

Participating Artists:

Jerry Austin
Martin Back
Laura Beard
Rachel Black
Ed Blackburn
Harlan W. Butt
Li-Fen Anny Chang
Susan Cheal
Kate Colin
Lauren Cross
Andrew DeCaen
Laura Drapac

Alicia Eggert
Christian Fagerlund
Vincent Falsetta
Rachel Fischer
Lari Gibbons
Karlyn Griffith
Robert Jessup
Bumin Kim
Liss LaFleur
Tom Leninger
Ana M. Lopez
Kathy Lovas

Adam Neese
Jill O’Brien
Deann Ooley
Cassie Phan
Johnny Robertson
David Stout
Benjamin Terry
Michelle Thomas
James Thurman
Umut Demirguc Thurman
Greg Watts
Ursula Williams
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